Real Life Testimonies of Hell - Near Death Experiences
"I had been looking up into the big glass cupola over the operating room. This cupola now began to change.
Suddenly it turned a glowing red. I saw twisted faces grimacing as they stared down at me. Overcome by
dread I tried to struggle upright and defend myself against these pallid ghosts, who were moving closer to
me. I could no longer shut out the frightful truth. Beyond doubt, the faces dominating this fiery world were
faces of the damned. I had a feeling of despair, of being unspeakably alone and abandoned. The sensation
of horror was so great it choked me, and I had the impression I was about to suffocate."
- Curd Jurgens Personal Testimony. From the Book Glimpses of the Beyond: Delacour.
*Curd played the villain in the James Bond movie The Spy Who Loved Me.
"But what was now revealed to me made me cry in terror. I was alone in a strange and unfamiliar world,
surrounded by huge licking flames. The flames got bigger, and their incandescent redness so glaring that I
thought I would perish in fear. It really and truly had to be hell! The thick curtain of fire had to be the devil's
work for how else were the leaping flames being fed? They seemed to be coming in a wild dance out of the
interior of the earth, their bizarre shapes constantly changing The ground under me was incandescent, a
lava-like, boiling mud."
- Janine Charrat Personal Testimony. From the Book Glimpses of the Beyond: Delacour.
*Janine was a famous French Dancer
"Now, O body, you are paying the price of the delights you granted yourself!...and you did it of your own
free will. I saw several souls fall into Hell, and among them was a child of fifteen, cursing her parents for not
having taught her to fear God nor that there was a Hell. Her life had been a short one, she said, but full of
sin, for she had given in to all that her body and passions demanded in the way of satisfaction"
- Sister Josefa Menendez. From the book Way of Divine Love – 1923
“A heart specialist from Chattanooga, Tennessee, has just finished a study of more than 100 patients brought
back to life after being clinically dead. The bad news is that over half of the patients had a perfectly appalling
time, walking through dimly-lit caverns and seeing fiendish figures brandishing pitchforks beside a smoking,
sulphurous lake surrounded by moaning bodies. The doctor now firmly believes hell exists. Reluctantly, he
said, I have come to the conclusion it may not be safe to die."
- May | June 1979 issue of Parapsychology Review
"A wild orgy of frenzied taunting, screaming and hitting ensued. I fought like a wild man. All the while it was
obvious that they were having great fun. It seemed to be, almost, a game for them, with me as the centerpiece of their amusement. My pain became their pleasure. They seemed to want to make me hurt by
clawing at me and biting me. Whenever I would get one off me, there were five more to replace the one."
- Personal Testimony of Howard Storm. From the Book My Descent into Death.
*Howard was a self professed Atheist before his encounter.
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